
R E A D I N G  T H E  C A R D S

Robert, thank you for allowing me to support you
on your journey in creating the life you want!

My approach to reading Tarot may not be considered “traditional”, so please read the following carefully: 

I do not tell you your future. 
I believe in freewill, and your ability to shape your own destiny. 

The Tarot o�ers powerful guidance, but nothing is ever set in stone. 
You are the creator in your life.

Intuition is in the forefront of all of my readings while also integrating the more traditional
 Tarot card meanings. On some cases, the messages in the reading may feel uncomfortable to hear, 
however, I will always be honest with what I see in the cards, while also being sensitive & respectful 

to your feelings. And remember, nothing is set in stone - you can always shape your future.

Before beginning all readings, I connect with my higher self, guides & angels, 
requesting that I am supported in intuitively delivering the message that is most 

important for your personal growth, and in the service of the greater good of humanity. 

IMPORTANT: Before you explore your reading...
Please create a quiet, sacred space for yourself where you won’t be disturbed. 

Doing this will support you in experiencing a deeper connection to the information in
the reading, and open up the possibility for you to come to even more powerful insights.

Robert, the following pages contain your reading based on the question you submitted:

“I am going on a overseas trip in November and 
would be grateful for any insight as to how it will go.”

I chose ‘The Wild Unknown Deck’ and created a custom spread
to explore the di�erent aspects of your question.

 

One More Thing...
At the end of the reading I pulled an Oracle card for you to sit with, and use 
YOUR intuition to connect with the meaning of the card for yourself. Enjoy!

(As always, all communications disclosed during a reading are respected & completely confidential.)
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How I prepared for your reading...
I created a sacred space for your reading, cleared the energy of the deck using crystals that felt aligned

with your question, meditated, centered myself and called in my higher guides for support & clarity.

The crystals I used below are:
> Above the Tarot Deck is a Pyrite Cluster & piece of Malachite <

> A Shungite Pyramid is on top of the Deck <
> A Selenite Wand is on Each Side of the Deck <

> Below the Deck is a 24K gold Seed of Life Symbol with a Labradorite stone in the middle  <



T R A V E L  &  A D V E N T U R E

1
What insight 
is available 
around how 
my overseas 
trip will go?

4
What should I 

consider to get 
the most value 
out of this trip?

2
What 

challenges 
may I encounter 

on this 
overseas trip?

3
What

opportunities 
may I encounter 

on this 
overseas trip?
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#1: What insight is available around how my overseas trip will go?
THE STAR  (Major Arcana)
The Star is a Major Arcana card (which points to a bigger life lesson or reoccurring 
theme throughout your life). They are important cards to pay attention to. 

What a beautiful card to begin your reading with! The Star is bright, hopeful, 
and literally radiates beautiful, positive energy. It is truly a wonderful sign that 
your upcoming overseas trip is very important to your overall life’s journey. 

This card shows me that you have gone through some challenging situations, 
and have learned some big lessons as a result. You are ready to evolve and 
illuminate new aspects of yourself. This trip overseas is likely to bring some big 
insights around the dreams you hold for your life, and open up new ways of 
turning them into reality. Trust your brilliant inner wisdom, and let it guide you as 
you explore the new experiences that await you on this journey. Magic is in the air! 

Being a Major Arcana card, it’s important to look at other times in your life that 
you have gone through significant transformation. What did you learn from 
those experiences, and how can they support you now?   

#2: What challenges may I encounter on this overseas trip?

SEVEN OF PENTACLES  (Reversed) 
When I draw a card in the reversed/upside down position I primarily 
see it as an indication to focus your attention inward, on yourself. 

Seeing the Seven of Pentacles Reversed in connection with the question 
about what challenges you may encounter on this trip, shows that you 
may be “tested” around some di�erent areas of growth that you’ve recently 
gone through - particularly around finances.

This card can be seen as a warning to avoid dropping back into old habits 
that didn’t serve you. Or you may have a sense of overwhelm or confusion as 
you step in this new territory. Looking back at the Star card, remember, you 
are engaging with life in a fresh and new way - so of course there could be 
some internal confusion as your mind chatters about what you “used to do”. 
Be gentle with yourself as you stay aware of these outdated patterns. Big 
changes take time to integrate, and no matter what challenges show up, try 
to focus on the brilliant messages coming from deep in your heart.



#3: What opportunities may I encounter on this overseas trip?
TWO OF PENTACLES
Another card from the suit of Pentacles, however this card is in the upright 
position. I see the Two of Pentacles suggesting that the opportunities you 
may encounter on this trip are likely to revolve around balance. 
Particularly around work, finances & relationships (family, friends, a lover).  

Consistent balance and harmony is a tricky thing to master. (I don’t think I’ve 
ever met someone who has!) So, the opportunity here is in exercising your 
flexibility and agility in how you juggle these di�erent aspects in your life. 

If you’re traveling alone, use this as an opportunity to release yourself from 
your work responsibilities (or at least loosen your grip). Or if you’re traveling 
with friends or family, try to be flexible if plans suddenly change. Your ability 
to adjust on the fly will be an opportunity to show yourself (and maybe 
others) the beauty in being open to going with the flow of change.

What may appear as a balancing act or struggle, could lead you to a new 
opportunity for growth on this trip - that isn’t obvious at first.
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#4: What should I consider to get the most value out of this trip?
THE SUN  (Major Arcana)
The Sun is another Major Arcana card! Clearly this trip is going to bring some 
amazing experiences into your life. How Exciting!

This is simply a glorious card to complete your reading with. The Sun is all about 
positive energy, fun, vitality & lighthearted playfulness. In relation to the question 
about what to consider to get the most value out of this trip, I see it as a crystal 
clear sign to let yourself HAVE FUN!

Let your brilliant inner light shine, and your joyful, zest for life will attract the 
abundance you desire. It will be e�ortless for you, and irresistible to others. 

Your challenging personal work has paid o�, and this trip is an opportunity to 
fully experience the fruits of your labor! This valuable experience will support 
you when you return home... if you do... The world is your oyster, my friend!

 



Reading Overview
I created this spread to help you gain insight around how your upcoming overseas trip will go.

Overall, this reading feels like a slam dunk into the joy, abundance, and freedom you deserve. The first and last cards
 in your reading (The Star & The Sun) are both glorious, high energy Major Arcana cards, indicating a very positive, 
life changing experience is likely waiting for you on this trip. The cards also show you’ve gone through some deep 

transformation and personal growth! These lessons have likely prepared you for what’s coming... Be ready to receive!

The middle cards (being both pentacles), show me this growth may have been primarily focused around finances 
& balancing commitments. You may face some challenges that “test” your footing while you’re on this trip, but try
to be gentle and kind to yourself through the experience. Go with the flow and see what opportunities show up.

You have opened your heart in a whole new way, and it’s simply glorious. Enjoy every bit of joy you attract!
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#3: TWO OF PENTACLES      
What opportunities may I encounter 
on this overseas trip?
- Stay aware of the benefit of down time
- Opportunity to gain clarity around your 
    commitments and if they’re serving you
- Experience the beauty of flowing with change
- Allow more balance in your work, home, life 
- Allow yourself to release any unnecessary 
   responsibilities 
     

#1: THE STAR (Major Arcana)        
What insight is available around
how my overseas trip will go?
- The future is bright, and radiates hope & joy
- You have evolved and grown to get here
- The true brilliance of your soul is shining
- Time to dream big and let the magic flow on this trip

#2: SEVEN OF PENTACLES (Reversed)           
What challenges may I encounter 
on this overseas trip?
- You may be “tested” around old 
   habits - particularly around finances.
- Confusion and overwhelm may pop up 
   during this trip (outdated mind chatter)

- Be kind & gentle to yourself
- Stay connected to your new journey
- Listen to your brilliant heart 

#4: THE SUN (Major Arcana)        
What should I consider to get 
the most value out of this trip?
- Play! Have Fun!
- Radiate your brilliance and see what it attracts
- Your personal growth work has paid o�
- Experience your joyful vitality and use this valuable 
   trip to support your growth when you return
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Your Bonus Support Card!
Using YOUR intuition, tune in and feel into the meaning of this Oracle card I pulled for you.

The question I asked was:

What will support Robert on his overseas trip in November?

In addition to the PDF of this reading, you will find two additional documents attached
to this email to support you in deepening your connection to this reading even further:

#1: Meaningful Connections         #2: Inspired Action

It was truly an honor to read for you, Robert.
If you have any questions about your reading, please let me know and I’ll be happy to help.

P.S. ...in case you didn’t already notice... I Really Care About You!
My goal with every reading is to inspire you to connect to the wisdom in your heart, and empower you 

to make the shifts you feel are needed in your life. I would love to hear how this reading resonated with you.

I’ll be emailing you a brief survey, and since you’re so amazing, I would GREATLY APPRECIATE your feedback. 
Your input is critical in helping to evolve the impact of my readings, and I need your help! 

(Thank you, in advance)

I can be reached at: 
inge@expandingspirits.com

Text or call my cell phone: 
248-535-1148




